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0 of 1 review helpful Three Stars By Brenda J Easy read but not sure how biblical it is 0 of 0 review helpful What will 
Heaven be like By Misty Ledford Theologians and Christian scholars are familiar with descriptions of Heaven found 
throughout the Bible especially in the words of Jesus James Dyer has assimilated what is given and has transposed the 
concepts into New just revised June 2017 with a lovable new cover and a more Biblical perspective This cheerful 
collectible story brings good tidings to the Earth from the land where Jesus smiles angels sing and happy citizens live 
forever It was sent by four venturesome and creative friends who take us on a journey to solve their greatest mystery 
and to find a special woman As they search across Heaven often reminiscing about their time on Earth they te About 
the Author For James Dyer writing a good novel like Top Sellers of Indian Artifacts In a Happy Healing Town is an 
adventurous project that requires a patient search for the kind of descriptive words sentences and plot twists that will 
generate 
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